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EFFECT OF RESPIRATION OF MEAN fRONTAL P. QRS AND T AXIS IN
NORMAL YOUNG ADULTS

M.M. SINGH*, S.I.B. RI7VI, S. BHUSAN, C.B. BAGGA AND P. SETH

Departments of Physiology and Medicine,
B.R_D. Medical College, Gorakhpur - 273 001

Summary: Effect of respiration of mean frontal P.ORS and T. wave axis have been studied in
50 normal healthy young medical students.

Deep inspiration shifted the mean frontal plane axis of P. ORS and T waves to the right in all the
cases.Greater degree of shift in AP and AORS was observed in cases where the resting axis had been
0° to +30" and minimum shift was observed where the resiinq axis was between +610 to +900

•

Axis of the T wave though shifted to the right with deep inspiration in all the cases but there had been
no statistically significant difference in the degree of shift in the three groups. In none of the case,
axis changed from normal to abnormal degree.

Determination of mean ORS axis in the frontal plane constitutes one of the important
rametersused for the interpretation of abnormalities in routine electrocardiography. The

Ignificance of determination of axis has further enhanced since the advent of fascicular
ocks. Myocardial pathology, age and anatomical built of the individual constitutes the
reewell documented factors causing Shift in the ORS axis (1,2). Paucity of the literature
arding the role of respiration on the shift of ORS axis formed the basis of the present
mmunication.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Fiftyone healthy medical students in the age of 17-23 years constituted the
materialfor the present study.

Electrocardiogram was recorded with Cardiart (Siemens) electrocardiographic
mechineat the paper speed of 25 mm/sec. First il particular lead was recorded in a normal
fashionwith normal quiet breathing. The subject was then asked to take deep inspiration
andhold the breath at the end of deep inspiration and same lead recorded. The subject
wasthen allowed to have normal breathing for few seconds and then asked to expire and
holdthe breath at the end of expiration and the same lead recorded. The same procedure
wasrepeated for the second lead and so on and thus each of the 12 lead of routine electro-
cardiogramwas recorded.

'Presentaddress: Department of Medicine. S.N, Medical College, Agra - 282002
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The mean frontal P. ORS and T axis in all the three phases was calculated from
algebric sum of the positive and negative deflections of each wave in Lead Ll and Ll.
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RESULTS
HJO

Mean resting axis of P. ORS and T waves in the frontal plane ranged from +0
+900 in all the 51 normal healthy young medical students except one case where them
ORS axis was _620 (Fig.1). This case was excluded from the study. +6
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Fig. 1 : Resting mean frontal 'P' GRS & I: axis (0 case excluded trom the study).
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Deep inspiration though caused shift of AORS to the riqht in all th-e fifty cases bLII

shiftof AORS was more marked when the resting AORS wasin the rangeof 0° to +30° and
shift become less marked when resting AORS moved to the right and minimum changes in
the shift was observed in cases with resting AORS of +610 to +90° (Fig.2). The difference
In shift of AORS with deep inspiration was statistically significant (P<0.001) in cases
with resting AORS of OOto +30 as compared to cases with the resting AORS of +61° to
+90° (Table I),
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Shift in the axis of P wave with inspiration ran parallel to AORS shift (Fig. 3 and
Table I). vs \11
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Fig. 2: Shift in ORS axis with deep inspiration.

TABLE I: Effect of respiration on mean frontal plane axis of P. ORS and T waves.

Mean shift in
axis of P wave

Mean shift in
axis of T wa ve

Mean shift in axis
of ORS complex

/9AT
fromthe study).

tin al/ the fifty cases bLJ1
e rangeof 0° to +300 and

tand minimum changes in
c (Fig.2). The difference
ant (P<O.001) in cases

restingAQRS of +610 to

AORS shift (Fig. 3 and

44.66±14.18 53.4 ± 8.47 16.57±10.73

24.13±16.15 19.58± 5.08 21.52± 9.66

1369±6.17 8 03± 5.70 12.36± 6.54

Statistical Analysis
t value

P wave ORS complex T wave

1.42 1.93 0.51
(P>0.05) (P>0.05) (P>005";
Insignifican t Insignificant Insignificant

1.20 2.25 1.17

(P>0.05) (P>0.05) (P>005)
Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant

3.42 5.15 0.60
(P<0.0025) (P<O.OO1) (P>0.05)

Significant Significant Insignificant
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Fig. 3: Shift in 'P' wave axis with deep inspiration.
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Fig. 4: Shift in 'T' wave axis with deep inspiration.
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Shift in the axis of T wave with deep inspiration, though occurred to the right in
I the 50 cases like the shift in AP and AORS; but there had been no significant difference
P>0.05) in degree of shift in all the three group of cases with resting axis of 0° to +30°,
31· to +60° and -+ 61· to +90' (Fig. 4, Table I).

In none of the case axis changed from normal to abnormal degree. There had been
no significant change in the frontal plane axis of P. ORS and Twave with deep expiration,
from resting phase.

DISCUSSION

Deep inspiration shifted the axis of all the three waves P, ORS and T to the right
in all the cases of the present series, and is in confirmity to the observations made by other
workers (3.4).

Change in shift to the right could be due to change in the anatomical axis of the heart.
Withdeep inspiration as the diaphragm goes down, heart tends to become vertical and the
axisof ORS Complex also tries to touch +90°. The other possible explanation of change
of shift of ORS axis could be due to increased venous return to the right side of the heart-
producing increased right stroke volume.

Jain et al. (3) While analyzing their results found that the variations of significant
magnitude were observed in cases with normal axis i.e. _30° to +110° as compared to
caseswith abnormal axis (Left or right axis deviation). However, they attributed this
difference to the myocardial pathology. But in the present series we have seen that the
averageshift of 53.4° was observed when the ORS axis was between 0° to + 30° as
compared to shift of 8.03° in cases, where the resting AORS had been +61° to 90°.
Thisclearly points out that greater magnitude of change in shift of axis during deep ins-
piration depends upon the restng ORS axis and the phenomenon can easily be explained by
the fact that during inspiration diaphragm is pushed down and heart tends to become vertical.
In cases where the heart is almost horizontal (0 to 30") there is larger room for the shift as
compared to cases where the heart is already vertical.
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